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the document in an RGB working space, the image is in the best color
space for editing. Eventually the file will need to be converted to the
print/output space. Further editing can be conducted at this point if necessary; however, there is little benefit in editing in an RGB output space.
This isn’t the case with images in CMYK. There are techniques for editing
CMYK files and targeting only the black channel that can be very effective. This requires a color space conversion from RGB in order to have a
black channel to edit.
See Chapter 9, Tutorial #8: “The Photoshop Soft Proof.”
View: Gamut Warning
Photoshop has an old method of limited soft proofing called Gamut
Warning, found under the View menu. This was implemented well before
Photoshop dealt with ICC profiles or had the robust soft proofing discussed earlier. In a nutshell, Photoshop can show a user what colors in
their document are out-of-gamut by placing a colored overlay, the default
being gray, on all colors in an image that are unprintable. The idea at the
time was that a user would then take the Sponge Tool set to desaturate
and lower the saturation of these areas until the overlay disappeared, and
thus produce colors that were in gamut. I can’t see why anyone would
use this technique. First, we can control out-of-gamut colors with far
greater precision using good ICC profiles and the various rendering
intents we have available. Seeing an accurate soft proof using ICC profiles will show us not an ugly overlay but instead the actual colors we
should get on output. For this reason, the old Gamut Warning options
probably should be ignored by the modern, color-management-savvy
user. If for some reason you have the desire to use this feature, be aware
that the soft proof you select is used to calculate the Gamut Warning
overlay. Note that you can set the Gamut Warning overlay color and
opacity in the Transparency and Gamut preferences (Command/Control K).
Print with Preview (Photoshop CS)
The Print with Preview command seen in Fig. 2-22 allows Photoshop to
print and color manage your documents in one location. All the options
in this dialog are visible when the Show More Options check box is applied.
Select the Color Management pop-up menu to control printing parameters.
The color management area at the bottom of the dialog is quite similar
to the Covert to Profile dialog with some additional functionality. Note that
this dialog is a part of Photoshop, not a portion of a print driver. After
selecting profiles, rendering intents, CMM, and so forth, the color space
conversions are all conducted by Photoshop. Photoshop will then hand
off the data to the print driver we select. The advantage of this approach
is that Photoshop will handle all these color space issues as the data is
passed to the print driver and not on the document.
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Fig. 2-22 The Print with
Preview command shown
here indicates the
document seen in the
preview is in ColorMatch
RGB, and will be converted
into the output profile for
my Epson 2200 using a
relative colorimetric intent
with Black Point
Compensation. The
functionally is the same as
the Convert to Profile
command. Note that the
Profile pop-up menu is
where the Same as Source
and Printer Color
Management options can
be accessed, as seen in
this cutout.

Source Space: As seen in Fig. 2-22, the document is in ColorMatch RGB.
This is indicated as the Source Space, seen next to the Document Radio
button. Like the Convert to Profile command, the source space is not
editable. If the document is untagged, Photoshop will indicate this but
will use the current working space profile as the assumption for the
untagged data. Notice that in Fig. 2-23, the document I’m attempting to
print is untagged and the document space is labeled Untagged RGB.
Below the Document radio button is a radio button called Proof that we
could select (see Fig. 2-24). The color space listed next to this radio button
is the ICC profile and rendering intent currently selected in the Proof Setup
dialog previously discussed. The Proof option produces a three-way color
space conversion for proofing. Suppose you are working with an image
in ColorMatch RGB. You are going to convert the document to CMYK to
send to a printing press. However, before you do this, you’d like to print
this document to your Epson 2200, using this printer to simulate the
CMYK process. In other words, you want the Epson to simulate what the
printing press will produce. You could conduct an RGB-to-CMYK conversion for the press, then a CMYK-to-RGB conversion for the Epson
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Fig. 2-23 The Print with
Preview command seen
here indicates that the
document is untagged. The
current RGB working space
will be used as the
assumption of the source
color space of this
document. Note the Same
as Source option in the
pop-up menu for Print
Space Profile. This turns off
any color conversions in
this dialog. This is ideal for
passing the raw data to
the print driver with no
color management.

Fig. 2-24 The Print with
Preview command in
Photoshop CS set for a
three-way conversion by
virtue of the Proof radio
button being selected. The
color space conversion will
be from ColorMatch RGB
(#1) to U.S. Web Coated
(SWOP) v2 (#2) using the
rendering intent specified
in the Proof Setup. The
conversion is then from
U.S. Web Coated (SWOP)
v2 to the Epson 2200 (#3)
running matte paper using
the rending intent selected
in the Print with Preview
Intent pop-up menu. The
Print Space area seen here
outlined in red controls the
final print/output space
and rendering intent.
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printer using the Convert to Profile command in two steps. These color
space conversions would be applied to the open document. Using Proof,
this all can happen in one location while leaving the original document
untouched. The Proof conversions happens in this order:
1. ColorMatch RGB (relative colorimetric, as selected in Proof Setup)

to CMYK (for press).
2. CMYK (for press) (absolute colorimetric, selected in Print with

Review) to RGB for Epson.
In other words, a three-way conversion takes place to show you what
the CMYK should eventually look like using your Epson starting with the
document in ColorMatch RGB. When the Proof radio button is on, this
tells Photoshop to convert from working space to this proof space and
then to the final print/output space selected from the Profile pop-up
menu. The rendering intent selected and saved in a current Proof Setup is
used for the conversion from the document color space to this proof color
space. The rendering intent selected in the Print with Preview dialog is used
for the conversion from the proof color space to the final printer color
space. If you do not intend to make this kind of three-way conversion,
be careful that the Proof radio button is not selected.
Print Space The pop-up menu named Profile in the Print Space area of the
dialog is where you can select the output profile you wish to use for the
color space conversion. Just like the Convert to Profile command, all you
have to do is select the ICC profile you wish to use. There is one setting
in the top of this list called Same as Source. What this setting does is effectively turn off the output profile from being used. That is, if Same as Source
is selected, the data is sent directly to the printer without any profile conversion being applied. This can be useful in situations where you may
have already converted the file to the print/output space using the Convert
to Profile command but still want to use other options in this Print with
Preview command. The Source Space/Document area at the top of this dialog
is a good reminder for ensuring that the color space of the document
about to be printed is not in a print/output space. If the image were in
Epson 2200 Matt output space and the Print Space was set to anything
but Same as Source, Photoshop would convert the data again resulting in
very poor color output. In essence, you would be conducting double color
management. So, keep an eye on both these pop-up menus. Same as
Source is also the setting you should use to print out targets for building
output profiles since the aim is to send those documents to the printer
as is without color management.
The option in this Profile pop-up menu called Printer Color Management
(or in the case of a Postscript printer, named Postscript Color Management)
operates much like Same as Source but sends the source data and the
embedded profile to the printer in such a case that the printer has
the ability to convert to the print/output space. This could be used in
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cases where the user wanted the print driver, if so capable, to do the
conversions.
Print with Preview is a great way to color manage your documents
when you are printing directly from Photoshop. Even if the document
happens to be in high-bit (more than 8-bits per channel), you can still
print even if your printer or driver doesn’t support high-bit data. The
Print with Preview dialog will convert on-the-fly from high-bit to 8-bits
per channel while handling all the color conversions. This is a bit faster
than waiting for Photoshop to process the entire document using Convert
to Profile. It also means that when the printing is complete, your document is still in its original working color space and bit depth. The only
issue is that you need to know prior to printing is what rendering intent
you want to use. The preview you see in this dialog is not color managed
and not correct and is used for position only. As discussed, you can set
up Photoshop’s proof setup to soft-proof documents and then, with that
critical information, set the rendering intent in the Print with Preview
dialog at print time.
Print with Preview (Photoshop CS2)
Print with Preview was dramatically changed in Photoshop CS2; therefore
it’s necessary to look at this separately from Photoshop CS. The Print with
Preview command seen in Fig. 2-25 allows Photoshop to print and color
manage your documents in one location, as just discussed. In order to
look at all the options in this dialog, make sure you click on the More
Options button. As mentioned, the Print with Preview dialog is a part of
Photoshop, not a portion of a print driver. Once configured, we can tell
Photoshop how to prepare a document for printing and then Photoshop
will hand off the data to the print driver that will appear after clicking
the OK button.
Print At the top of this dialog is an area named Print with two radio
buttons—Document and Proof—that control how the current document
will be printed, based on additional settings in this dialog. Document is a
setting that affects only the current image, and is designed to deal with
a single output device. In other words, you have a document and you
simply want to send it to a single local printer. Next to the Document radio
button is the name of the profile embedded in the document you are
working with. If the document is untagged, this will be specified. It is a
good idea to keep an eye on this area of the Print with Preview dialog as
a useful reminder for ensuring that the color space of the document about
to be printed is correct. It is possible to color manage a document for
output prior to using the Print with Preview command. Therefore seeing
the current document color space is useful to ensure you do not apply a
profile again in this dialog.
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Fig. 2-25 The Print with
Preview command in
Photoshop CS2 with the
Color Handling set to Let
Photoshop Determine
Color provides the same
functionality as seen in Fig.
2-22. The document is in
ColorMatch RGB and will
be converted with the
output profile for my
Epson 2200 using the
relative colorimetric intent
with Black Point
Compensation. The
description area at the
bottom of this dialog
reminds you that
Photoshop will perform the
conversion for your printer.

Just below the Document radio button is the Proof radio button. The
Proof option produces a three-way color space conversion for proofing.
Proof is a setting that allows us to specify a secondary conversion to a
device. The idea is, we use our local printer to simulate another printing
device. For example, I may wish to print a document to my Epson printer
and have the output simulate a printing press. When Proof is selected,
Photoshop can conduct a three-way color space conversion. Photoshop
will produce a conversion from the current document color space, to the
color space selected in the Proof Setup Preset pop-up menu. From that color
space, a conversion is made for the final output device. When the Proof
radio button is selected, the name of the print/output profile that will be
used for the first conversion (document to proof) will appear; otherwise
it will be grayed out with the label N/A.
To proof a document in Photoshop CS, first you had to select a proof
setup before this feature could be accessed. In Photoshop CS2, any saved
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or currently loaded proof setup will be available from the Proof Setup popup menu in the Print with Preview dialog. The Working CMYK profile loaded
in the color settings can be selected from the Proof Setup pop-up menu.
Otherwise the functionality is still the same as the Proof radio button in
Photoshop CS discussed earlier. Note there is a direct connection between
the Proof Setup dialog used for producing a soft proof and the Proof Setup
Presets in the Print with Preview dialog. We are expected to specify profiles
and rendering intent in Proof Setup before we can use them for printing
in Print with Preview. The Proof radio button and the options available
based on the Color Handling pop-up are discussed next.
Options/Color Handling The Print with Preview in Photoshop CS2 has a
new pop-up menu called Color Handling, which toggles all the other elements in this dialog on or off depending on which menu item is selected.
There are four menu items available (see the cutout in Fig. 2-25). Some
of these options were available in the Profile pop-up menu in Photoshop
CS. In Photoshop CS2, these options were moved to the Color Handling
pop-up menu with new and more intuitive names. The Printer Profile popup menu now lists only the available profiles for conversions. Like the
Convert to Profile command, all you have to do is select the ICC profile you
wish to use for a color space conversion. The profile in this menu is
always the print/output profile that will be used to convert from the original document color space to the output device. I mention this due to the
Proof functionality, which adds one other print/profile that can be selected
and is handled from the Proof Setup Preset menu mentioned earlier. Figures
2-25 through 2-29 show the various options in the Color Handling popup menu and provide the functionality described next.

Let Printer Determine Colors Let Printer Determine Colors is a setting
that instructs Photoshop to send the document data and the embedded
profile to the printer with the aim of having the print driver apply the
print/output color space conversions. When Let Printer Determine Colors is
selected from the Color Handling pop-up menu in Photoshop CS2, only
the Rendering Intent pop-up menu is accessible when the Document radio
button is used. This setting allows the document to be sent directly to the
printer with no further color processing by Photoshop. Notice that when
you put the cursor over the Color Handling pop-up menu, the description
field reminds you of this, as seen in Fig. 2-26. The Rendering Intent popup menu is accessible since the resulting print driver is expected to
conduct a color space conversion from the document color space. Only
a few Postscript RIPs actually pay attention to this information; most RIPs
and all non-Postscript drivers ignore it. Not all print drivers have provisions for applying an output profile. Since Photoshop has no way of
knowing this, the functionality is provided nonetheless. If you are unsure
whether your print driver can produce ICC color space conversions from
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Fig. 2-26 Print with
Preview in Photoshop CS2
with color handling set to
Let Printer Determine
Colors. The Printer Profile
pop-up menu is grayed out
since this setting assumes
the actual printer driver
will utilize a print/output
profile. The rendering
intent can be specified
should the driver be able
to apply a color space
conversion.

these settings, it’s best to avoid this color handling option and instead use
Let Photoshop Determine Colors, discussed next.
Let Photoshop Determine Colors Let Photoshop Determine Colors is a
setting that produces a color space conversion using an output profile
once selected from the Printer Profile pop-up menu. This operation is
nearly identical to the Convert to Profile command. If you prefer to apply
an output profile at this point in the pipeline instead of using the Convert
to Profile command, use Let Photoshop Determine Colors. Ensure the document is not already in a print/output space. Otherwise print/output is
applied twice, which results in a very ugly print! The profile name listed
next to the Document radio button is useful feedback to ensure the document is in the proper color space, as seen in Fig. 2-25.
Separations A new and interesting option in the Color Handling pop-up
menu is called Separations. This option is available only with CMYK documents. Selecting Separations will print the image as individual color
channels. Some users have the need to output four separate color plates
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Fig. 2-27 Print with
Preview in Photoshop CS2
with the Color Handling
set to Separations. This
option is available only for
CMYK documents. Here
you can see the source
space of this document is
U.S. Web Coated (SWOP)
v2. All other options are
grayed out. Selecting this
option will send the four
individual color channels
to the printer separately.
Notice toward the bottom
of the dialog is a reminder
to disable color
management in the driver.

of a CMYK image. This option would allow the print driver to handle this
kind of task. See Chapter 7 for more information about the four-color
process. Notice in Fig. 2-27 that I’ve placed the cursor over the warning
icon, which provides a reminder in the description field to disable color
management.
No Color Management When the Color Handling pop-up menu is set
for No Color Management, all the other options are grayed out. Selecting
the No Color Management menu item from the Color Handling pop-up menu
effectively turns off any output profile from being used. If you wish to
send the data directly to the print driver untouched, No Color Management
will do so without any alteration of the image data. This is functionally
akin to the Same as Source option in Photoshop CS. As seen in Fig. 2-28,
when you place your cursor over the Color Handling pop-up menu, the
description field reminds you of this fact.
Proof Radio Button and the Options Settings Selecting the Proof
radio button provides the additional option to specify a second profile and
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Fig. 2-28 Print with
Preview in Photoshop CS2
with the Color Handling
set to No Color
Management. Notice all
the options are grayed out
since this setting sends the
data directly to the print
driver. This is functionally
akin to the Same as Source
setting in Photoshop CS.
Notice toward the bottom
of the dialog is a reminder
to enable color
management in the driver.
Also note that in this
example, the document is
untagged, which is
indicated next to the
Document radio button.

rendering intent. This is accessed from the Proof Setup Preset pop-up menu
or a currently configured soft proof. This is how you can conduct a threeway color space conversion. The rendering intent selected and saved in
this custom Proof Setup is used for the first color space conversion from
the document color space to this proof color space. Suppose you had a
Proof Setup using the Working CMYK (U.S. Web Coated (SWOP) v2)
profile with the relative colorimetric intent selected. That output profile
and rendering intent is how the document-to-proof conversion will be
applied. Notice that in Fig. 2-29, the conversion is from ColorMatch RGB
to U.S. Web Coated (SWOP) v2. The cutout in Fig. 2-29 illustrates that
the conversion would be using the relative colorimetric intent based on
the Customize Proof Condition dialog. The secondary conversion would be
from U.S. Web Coated (SWOP) v2 to the actual printer. In this example,
I’m using an Epson 2200. The rendering intent in this part of the conversion is handled with the two Simulate check boxes, seen below the
Proof Setup Preset pop-up menu. These check boxes behave like the
Simulate check boxes discussed in the Customize Proof Setup. The main
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Fig. 2-29 Print with
Preview in Photoshop CS2
with the Color Handling
set to Let Photoshop
Determine Colors and the
Proof radio button turned
on for a three-way
conversion. The Printer
Profile pop-up menu is
available for the
print/output profile. Here
I’ve selected the profile for
final printer
(Epson2200Matt).
Photoshop will produce
the three-way conversion
from ColorMatch RGB to
U.S. Web Coated (SWOP)
v2 using the relative
colorimetric intent. Then a
conversion to the Epson
printer using the absolute
colorimetric intent due to
Simulate Paper Color
option. The Customize
Proof Setup dialog seen
here indicates that the U.S.
Web Coated (SWOP) v2
profile and the relative
colorimetric intent are
selected. This is accessed
from the Proof Setup
Preset pop-up menu in
Print with Preview.

difference is these settings affect the rendering intent when printing. To
review the behavior of these Simulate settings:
• Simulate Paper Color and Simulate Black Ink Off: Convert using the
relative colorimetric intent with Black Point Compensation.
• Simulate Black Ink: Convert using the relative colorimetric intent
without Black Point Compensation.
• Simulate Paper Color: Convert using the absolute colorimetric
intent (no Black Point Compensation).
Simulate Paper Color produces the absolute colorimetric intent. This will
produce a paper white simulation on the output to the Epson. When the
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Simulate Paper Color check box is on, Simulate Black Ink is turned on (and
grayed out) by default. With the absolute colorimetric intent, Black Point
Compensation is always off. The absolute colorimetric intent never uses
Black Point Compensation. Although it is possible to conduct this proof
conversion without using the Simulate Paper Color (and thus use the
absolute colorimetric intent), this is not advised.
This Proof option can be used in two different ways based upon what
is selected in the Color Handling pop-up:
Let Photoshop Determine Colors
Let’s examine the three-way conversion using the Proof plus Let Photoshop Determine Colors from the Color Handling pop-up menu. Once
you select Let Photoshop Determine Colors, it is necessary to select the
printer profile for the secondary printer from the Printer Profile popup menu. Then select a Proof Setup Preset as seen in Fig. 2-29. I’ve
selected the Working CMYK preset, which happens to be the U.S. Web
Coated (SWOP) v2. Notice that next to the Proof radio button this ICC
profile is listed. Therefore the three-way conversion is from ColorMatch RGB to U.S. Web Coated (SWOP) v2 and finally to the Epson
2200. The conversion from ColorMatch RGB to U.S. Web Coated
(SWOP) v2 will use the relative colorimetric rendering intent since
this is what was selected in the Customize Proof Condition dialog.
Because the Simulate Paper Color check box is on, the rendering intent
from U.S. Web Coated (SWOP) v2 to Epson 2200 will use the absolute
colorimetric rending intent. This will produce the paper white simulation on the Epson to match the paper white of the CMYK print
process.
Proof/Let Printer Determine Colors
If I wanted to produce a three-way conversion but have the print
driver handle the third color space conversion, I can select Let Printer
Determine Colors. This grays out the Printer Profile pop-up menu (as seen
in Fig. 2-30) since I am expected to select this from the actual print
driver. The functionality is the same as using the Proof radio button
and selecting Let Photoshop Determine Colors if I could pick the Epson
profile in the subsequent driver. Note in Fig. 2-30 that by placing the
cursor over the warning icon, the description field places a reminder
to enable color management in the driver. The assumption is that the
final print driver has the ability to conduct color space conversions. If
not, ignore this option and use Proof/Let Photoshop Determine Colors.
See Chapter 9, Tutorial #9: “Print with Preview.”
The Photoshop Info Palette
The Photoshop’s info palette has a setting called Proof Color (see Fig. 231). Be aware that the numeric readings presented are those based upon
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Fig. 2-30 Print with
Preview in Photoshop CS2
with the Color Handling
set to Let Printer
Determine Colors and the
Proof radio button turned
on to produce a three-way
conversion. The Printer
Profile pop-up menu is
grayed out since the
assumption is that the
printer driver will apply a
print/output profile. Not all
drivers can handle this
kind of color management
so be sure to check before
using this method.

the currently configured Proof Setup. That is, if I had Proof Setup set to U.S.
Web Coated (SWOP) v2, the values seen in the info palette when set to
Proof Color are based upon this ICC no matter the color space of the
current document. The only indication that Proof Color is set in the info
palette is if the font for the color model is italic. I could have Proof Color
selected in the info palette and be under the impression that I’m getting
the numeric values of my Adobe RGB (1998) document. In fact I’m
getting numeric values based upon the color space of the output device.
The setting called Actual Color is usually what you want selected in the
info palette. If you do set one of the reads-out to Proof Color, be sure you
are aware of the values being provided.
Working by the Numbers
A few words about working by the numbers. In the “old days,” we would
hear people say that they work by the numbers. Some Photoshop users
swear they can color correct and prepare images for output, usually press,
on a Grayscale monitor. Why worry about calibrated displays? Just aim

